The hemodynamics of dysplastic nodules in the liver evaluated by CT angiography and immunohistochemistry.
Dysplastic nodules diagnosed pathologically exhibit various hemodynamic patterns. To evaluate these differences in their hemodynamics, we observed basement membrane formation of sinusoids. For 12 low-grade dysplastic nodules, 24 high-grade dysplastic nodules and 16 hepatocellular carcinomas, both computed tomography during arterial portography and CT arteriography were performed preoperatively. Resected specimens were examined immunohistochemically for COL IV (type IV collagen) and laminin to observe basement membrane formation. We compared their hemodynamics on computed tomography during arterial portography and CT arteriography with the expressions of COL IV and laminin. All of the low-grade dysplastic nodules were not hypervascular on CT arteriography, and negative for COL IV and laminin. All of the hepatocellular carcinomas were hypervascular on CT arteriography, and positive for COL IV and laminin. High-grade dysplastic nodules exhibit four hemodynamic patterns on CT during Arterial Portography/CT arteriography. All of 7 iso/iso and 5 iso/hypo nodules were negative for COL IV and laminin. Of the 9 hypo/hyper nodules, which exhibited hemodynamics similar to hepatocellular carcinoma, COL IV was identified in 7 and laminin identified in 8 nodules. Of the 3 hypo/hypo nodules, COL IV and laminin were identified in one. In high-grade dysplastic nodules, most cases exhibited a correlation between the hemodynamic patterns and the degree of the sinusoidal basement formation.